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A: Your controller function accepts data as an
argument, so you need to pass the data object to
the function, like this: @controller('/projects', {

projectId: 8 }) function (req, res) { ... } Or, since
you already have it in data, just use it directly:
@controller('/projects', data.projectId) function

(req, res) { ... } This invention relates generally to
vehicular tire pressure monitoring systems, and
more particularly to a system and method for

determining erroneous transmission of tire
pressure data received by a tire pressure

monitoring receiver. Wireless tire pressure
monitoring systems typically include a radio
frequency (RF) module and a tire pressure

monitoring receiver that receives pressure data
from an RF module. The tire pressure monitoring

receiver communicates the pressure data
received from the RF module to a display that

provides a display of the tire pressure information.
Further, this tire pressure information can be

provided to a vehicle operator via the display. The
RF module typically includes a battery and an

antenna and the battery is the primary source of
power of the tire pressure monitoring system.
Typically, the battery is recharged by a vehicle
alternator that is wired to a battery post of a

vehicle battery. When the battery is recharged by
the alternator, the tire pressure monitoring
system is typically shut off and turned on to

receive pressure data when the vehicle operator
turns the ignition key to a vehicle ignition position.

An example tire pressure monitoring system is
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No
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